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VISHNUDENTAL COLLEGE; BHIMAVARAM 

MINUTES OF PARENT TEACHER MEETING HELD ON 22nd 

DECEMBER 2018 

MEMBERS PRESENT  

1. Dr. Suresh sujjan (principal) 

2. Dr.sudhakar reddy (academic dean) 

3. Dr.suseelamma(anatomy HOD) 

4. Dr.Govindaraj kumar (oral pathology HOD) 

5. Dr. Sai sailesh kumar ( physiology HOD) 

6. Mr. murali krishnam raju ( biochemistry incharge) 

7. Mr. Amarnath P (staff) 

8. Dr. swetha (staff) 

9. Dr. smitha (staff) 

10. Dr. pallavi  (staff) 

11. Dr. Vineeth (staff) 

12. 26 parents 

 

 

 Dr. Suresh sujjan principal gave valuable suggestions to the parents for their wards 

bright feature. And he also explained the facilities available in the campus like driving, 

swimming, Fm radio, music, photography for overall development of the individuals. 

And he also said about that VDC is having 18 satellite clinics and one mobile dental 

clinic. 

 Dr.sudhakar reddy academic dean insisted on attendance of the students and their 

welfare. And he requested the parents to meet with departmental staff members and 

enquire about their wards performance. And he also said that with the help of DCAP the 

parents can know the absence of their ward on particular day by message. He also said 

that attendance is not in the hands of institute. University will decide whether to issue the 

hall ticket or to detain based on attendance.  

 Dr.suseelamma anatomy HOD suggested we will do our level best to bring your ward 

on par with other students. For that parent’s guidance and enquiry regarding their 

activities is needed. And she also suggested the parents not to invite the students to home 

for small things. 

 Dr.Govindaraj kumar oral pathology HOD requested the parents not to give smart 

phones to their students, they can give keypad phones for communication and this is to 

avoid unnecessary wasting of time with mobile phones. 

 Dr. Sai sailesh kumar physiology HOD explained about their departmental activities by 

power point presentation. 



 Dr. Vineeth staff of prosthodontics gave a virtual presentation on our founder chairman 

Dr.B.V.Raju garu and about our campus. 

 Other staff members suggested some useful points for the overall development of the 

students. 

The parents raised their doubts regarding their wards and in general they gave some suggestions 

also. That will be useful for the uplift of the students. 


